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ABSTRACT 

An application has been developed to remotely control a vehicle and display telemetry returned by 
the vehicle through a graphical user interface. The vehicle will compete in the University Rover 
Challenge hosted by the Mars Society. The software is responsible for asynchronously 
communicating to the remote system with a custom protocol over a wireless TCP/IP connection, 
handling user input from a team of human controllers, and processing data received from the rover 
and displaying it on the screen. A strong emphasis was put on keeping an object-oriented design 
throughout the project. It is built around the Model-View-ViewModel design pattern. The software 
was constructed using the C# and XAML languages with the Microsoft .NET framework. 

INTRODUCTION 

Each year, the Missouri S&T Mars Rover Design Team designs and builds a robot intended to 
solve tasks similar to that of a next-generation rover helping astronauts on Mars. This robot 
competes in the University Rover Challenge hosted by The Mars Society in Utah each year [1]. 
Although there is a significant amount of effort put into the rover, shown in Figure 1, a crucial part 
of the project is separate from the rover. The base station software is responsible for accepting 
commands from the user and communicating these with the rover’s systems while receiving 
telemetry and displaying it to the screen. It is used by the team during both testing and competition. 

This software is referred to as the Rover Engagement Display (RED) [2]. The 2015 iteration was 
similar to the design used in 2014 [3]. The user interfaces are based on the same concept, however 
there are major changes internally. RED has been designed to follow object-oriented design 
patterns that encourage a clean, maintainable codebase. The main components of RED are the 
networking components, the input component, the data-router, and the GPS map. All of the 
components must connect in an organized way in order to provide the functionality required of the 
software. 
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Figure 1 Horizon, the rover constructed in 2015 by the Mars Rover Design Team 

DESIGN 

RED is a large project that is developed over the course of a year. Each year, new members that 
join the team need to be able to understand the code already in place. This makes it vital that good 
design is followed at every step. A good design also reduces the risk of hard-to-find bugs in the 
code, which can cost the team significant time to locate. In addition, RED must follow the needs 
of the team, and therefore must be easily expandable to include new features, even ones that had 
not been imagined at the start. Throughout development, a strong emphasis was put on making 
RED adaptable and future-proof. 

The first decision that was made when beginning the project was to use C# coupled with the 
Microsoft® Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) and .NET framework. C# is a language with 
a focus on quickly writing clear, maintainable code as opposed to more complicated, low-level 
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code. C# is managed, so it automatically handles memory management using a garbage-collection 
system. This give C# a strong advantage over unmanaged languages, where bugs such as memory 
leaks can be introduced. C# is also supported by the Microsoft .NET framework which provides 
key functionality including integration with Windows, networking, file I/O, and XML 
serialization. 

Windows Presentation Foundation technologies provide an organized way to render the user 
interface. WPF focuses on separating the visual code from the main logic. This was a key design 
goal of RED: to have the logic code be unaware of any GUI applied to it. This is accomplished 
through the use of data-bindings [9]. 

Another goal of WPF is that the UI become something that is easily styled. RED utilizes a library 
called MahApps to stylize the window and controls such as buttons and tabcontrols to match the 
Modern UI style commonly found in other apps [5]. The separation between logic and visuals 
means that this library can be easily applied to the XAML code without introducing bugs into the 
main logic code. 

A standard design pattern to use with WPF is the Model-View-ViewModel (MVVM) design 
pattern. RED attempts to follow this pattern. The pattern splits the code into three separate parts. 
The View defines the layout of the user interface using a language called XAML, based on XML. 
The model is the source of the data for the program. The viewmodel contains the logic to connect 
the data with the view. Data-bindings synchronize values between the view and the viewmodel. A 
library called Caliburn.Micro was used to set up the connection between the viewmodel and the 
view [4]. This library uses special naming conventions to establish the data-bindings between data 
and commands. 

Another key pattern heavily used by RED is dependency injection. When creating a new object, 
dependency injection means that any related objects are specified as arguments to the constructor 
instead of being created by the object. This allows the functionality of the components to be 
defined by the calling object. Following this practice isolates objects from each other to keep them 
from becoming too interdependent. 

NETWORK COMMUNICATION 

A critical component of RED is the module responsible for network communication. To receive 
data, a TCP/IP connection is established with the motherboard on the rover. TCP was chosen 
because of it retains the data’s integrity. However, there have been issues with the connection 
dropping due to large packet-loss, as TCP requires acknowledge packets for every transmission. 
An alternative to TCP is UDP, which does not guarantee the integrity of the data, but allows the 
connection to ignore dropped packets. This is useful for commands that are streamed, such as 
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driving commands, where if a packet is dropped, it is simply replaced by the next packet in the 
stream, something TCP cannot ignore. The data integrity is only required for discreet commands 
and telemetry, such as power board commands and science data. The possibility of switching to a 
combination of TCP and UDP is being explored for next year. 

A custom protocol is used to express commands to the rover and telemetry to RED. The protocol 
is based on a key-value pair system where each data point is assigned a number. This number is 
paired with the value whenever new telemetry is ready to be delivered. In past years, the value has 
been transferred as text, usually wrapped in JSON [10]. This year, it was decided to use the raw 
binary form of the data to simplify the processing at both ends of the connection. This also makes 
it possible to transfer complex types of data, such as images, in the future. They data-type of the 
value is predefined on the motherboard and in RED. The possibility of synchronizing these at 
runtime was explored, but has not yet been implemented.  

In order for RED to run smoothly and keep a responsive GUI, the networking code needed to be 
written in an asynchronous fashion. This year, RED was written to take advantage of C#’s built in 
async/await control flow. This allows the compiler to handle the details of making the program 
asynchronous and results in simpler and cleaner code. This allows for a much easier-to-understand 
solution. 

 

 

Figure 2 Structure of the Networking System 
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A key element of implementing the TCP system was designing a server that could handle multiple 
connections and be as redundant as possible. Multiple connections were needed in case a 
disconnect was only partial but needed to be reestablished. Multiple connections also enable the 
use of multiple devices simultaneously to be supported in the future. A design was implemented 
that used interfaces to handle the separate layers of a connection, as shown in Figure 2. The first 
layer is the server. The server listens for incoming connections. When a connection is detected, it 
spawns a new connection object that then establishes the connection to the client. This connection 
object then creates an instance of an IProtocol interface. This is currently a RoverConnection 
object that handles the custom protocol. In the future, this protocol could be replaced by just adding 
a new class that implements IProtocol. This also allows simultaneous connections to use different 
protocols. The RoverConnection object then subscribes to the Data Router, to connect it to the 
other components of RED. 

CONTROLLER INPUT 

As with previous iterations, a Microsoft Xbox controller was used to drive the rover. It is used to 
drive both the wheels and the robotic arm. This type of controller was chosen because of the ease 
to integrate it with C#. The controller’s state is accessed using DirectX, specifically the XInput 
API. The SharpDX library wraps this API for C# [6]. RED has a loop responsible for polling the 
controller at a specified rate, usually at least once every 100 milliseconds. This state is read into 
properties representing each joystick and button on the controller. 

The same controller is used to drive multiple systems. Because of this there needed for separation 
in the code between these controller modes to keep RED modular. This problem was solved by 
making each mode a separate implementation of a common IControllerMode interface. This 
interface declares methods for entering, evaluating, and exiting the mode. Entering and exiting 
code allows, for example, a cleanup procedure such as setting all motors to zero before leaving the 
mode. The evaluate method is called every polling cycle. This method allows the Input component 
to abstract away specific input mode logic. Each controller mode implements this method based 
on how button states should be interpreted and is responsible for sending the correct values to the 
data-router. A controller mode has been created for both the drive commands and the robotic arm 
commands. Modes enable other functionality to be quickly added in the future. 

THE DATA ROUTER 

One of the early problems encountered when designing this year’s RED was how to transport 
messages out of the networking system to the correct component. In the past, this has been handled 
by the networking system, but this year it was decided to split this into a separate piece, dubbed 
the data-router. The data-router collects subscriptions from each component in RED specifying 
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what data id number the component wants to receive notifications of. These subscriptions are 
stored in a dictionary data structure. For each data id number, a list of subscribers is stored. To 
make subscribers a common type, they implement the ISubscribe interface, which defines the 
method that the data-router calls when a message is to be delivered. 

When the data-router receives a message, it looks up, based on the data id number, what 
components need to be notified and forwards copies of the message to them. Although this system 
can route messages between any two components, it is mostly used for messages to and from the 
networking system. The networking system automatically subscribes to all command data id 
numbers. So, for example, if the controller specifies that the right wheels need to speed up, that 
message is sent by the drive input mode to the data-router with the proper data id number. From 
there, it is forwarded to any component that has subscribed to it. In the case of a command, this is 
the networking system and any other component that has also subscribed. This centralized design 
makes it possible to add new components easily. It was also designed with the idea that there could 
be multiple subscribers to a single point of telemetry so that there could be multiple displays of 
the same data without changing the networking or data-router code. Both components would 
simply subscribe to the same data id number. 

GPS MAPPING 

One of the most important forms of telemetry RED collects from the rover is GPS data. This data 
provides the location of the rover, as well as information about its movement. These coordinates 
are used to navigate the competition course, as well as used to align the antenna used to 
communicate with the rover. It is important that RED display the information in a clear form, so 
it was decided to plot the points on a map in addition to displaying the coordinates on the screen. 
To simplify the process, a library called GMap.NET was used [7]. This library has the capability 
to draw the map, as well as display markers on specified locations. Using this map, RED is able to 
display the current location, as well as a collection of coordinates from user input. There was a 
small problem getting the map’s display to update correctly due to how RED integrated with the 
library. This was resolved by adding a manual refresh button that forces an update of the map. A 
screenshot of the GUI for the GPS telemetry is shown in Figure 3. 

This library was also selected because of its ability to cache map data for use offline. This was a 
necessity because the team does not have internet access at the competition site. A user interface 
is provided to let users select a region on the map, and then save each zoom level for that region. 
This cache can then be merged with others and reloaded into RED in the future. 
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Figure 3 Screenshot of the GPS User Interface 

CONCLUSION 

Overall, the base station software performed very well throughout the year and during competition. 
RED was able to adapt to the changing needs of the team, for example adding support for special 
science commands, such as turning a laser on and off. It is also expected that much of the codebase 
can be reused next year, in spite of the major changes planned, because of RED’s modularity. 

RED successfully integrated a networking system to manage external connections, a controller 
input system to interface with an Xbox controller, a data-router to manage internal communication, 
and a GPS component to display position data in a user-friendly way. All of this was made possible 
by the object oriented design used throughout the application. The GUI was separated from the 
logic and this separation was enforced by the MVVM design pattern. As a whole, this resulted in 
an application that has the ability to grow in functionality, even in unexpected ways, while still 
retaining an organized codebase. 
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